Welcome to CentreVille Podgorica, Montenegro, a new world of hospitality imbued with the splendidness of casual luxury.
Modern, minimalistic and replete with elegance, CentreVille offers a unique combination of warm living intertwined with a
businesslike sense of purpose.
From the distinctively shaped cool glass exterior, to the serene grey tones which dominate the interiors - each and every
element is thoughtfully designed.
Centrally located at the new Capital Plaza Complex of Podgorica, the hotel offers a world-class blend of warm hospitality,
peaceful comfort and unparalleled amenities. Every experience – from a short holiday, to an important business meeting is
infused with well-appointed accommodation, eclectic restaurants and bars with an enchanting backdrop of Podgorica’s
picturesque mountain-scape.
Just 15 minutes from Podgorica Airport, 10 minutes to the local train and bus stations and a short walking distance from the
biggest shopping centre in the country, CentreVille Podgorica is the perfect base for both business and leisure travellers alike.

GUEST ROOMS AND RESIDENCES
Each guest room and suite at CentreVille Podgorica is designed to offer minimalistic style, practical sumptuousness
and comfort. Boasting modern amenities including a wide screen LCD TV, high-speed Wi-Fi, feather duvet pillows and
contemporary bathrooms - they provide a perfect sanctuary from which to explore the city.

SMALL ROOM

The hotel offers 34 Small Rooms, each spanning between
24m² and 32m². Great for single use or for couples, the
room is equipped with a king bed and guests can choose
from atrium or city views.

LARGE ROOM

There are 62 Large Rooms available offering a combination
of twin and king beds with atrium and city views. Measuring
between 33m² and 42m², they are perfect for a couple or a
small family.

SIGNATURE SMALL ROOM

Located on the exclusive Signature Floor, these rooms are
ideal for the single business traveller or a holidaying couple.
From 24m² to 30m², there are 8 Signature Small Rooms,
each offering a king bed and atrium view.

SIGNATURE LARGE ROOM (DOUBLE/TWIN)

Overlooking the courtyard, the Large Signature Room is
located on the Signature Floor with 6 king rooms available,
spanning between 32m² and 36m² and 2 twin rooms
offering 37m² of space.

EXECUTIVE SUITE

The Executive Suites consists of a spacious sitting room with a
study area and a king-size en-suite bedroom. Measuring
between 56m² and 70m², these suites are ideal for entertaining
friends or meeting with business associates during your stay.
There are 8 Executive Suites offering city or atrium views.

DIPLOMATIC SUITE

The Diplomatic Suite is perfect for discerning travellers.
Spread across 97m² of luxurious living space, it offers a
spacious sitting room, study area and a king-size en-suite
bedroom. Boasting magnificent views of the city, the suite is
equipped with an array of the latest technology including a
54” LCD TV, touch-screen telephones and advanced Wi-Fi as
well as a sumptuous marble bathroom.

PRESIDENTIAL SUITE

Palatial, expansive and fully equipped, the Presidential Suite
offers 2 en-suite bedrooms, sitting area, 12 seat dining cum
boardroom table and a private kitchenette.
Vastly spread out over 294m², the suite offers the latest
technology, sumptuous furnishings, premium amenities and
breathtaking views of Podgorica.

DINING
THE LIVING ROOM

Located on the ground floor, The Living Room is a vibrant and
contemporary urban space which provides the ultimate in
relaxed sophistication. Its mix of modern interiors and soft
furnishing combined with the unique terrace overlooking the
stunning city makes for the perfect place to enjoy a spectrum
of seasonal all day dining options.
By day guests can enjoy freshly baked treats, tea and juices
through to night where they can indulge in The Living Room’s
selection of Mediterranean inspired Tapas with a Balkan flare,
complimented by expertly sourced local wines, beers
and cocktails.

THE DINING ROOM

Open for a simple breakfast or available for a private event,
The Dining Room is located on the first floor.

THE SIGNATURE LOUNGE

The Signature Lounge located on the Signature Floor, offers
an array of snacks and canapés as well as a selection of fine
apéritifs and digestifs.

MEETINGS AND EVENTS
CentreVille is at the epicenter of Podgorica’s business and
leisure district and is therefore perfectly located for a variety
of meetings and event requirements. Adjacent to the state
of the art business centre is The Gallery, a conference lobby,
alongside a plethora of conference and event facilities.
Equipped to accommodate a variety of requirements – from
conferences and product launches, to gala dinners, stand up
receptions and anything else in between.

THE GRAND ROOM

Spread over 226m², it is designed to accommodate up to
120 guests for a formal sit down dinner or up to 200 guests
for a stand-up reception. The Grand Room provides the
perfect backdrop for a variety of special occasions.

EVENT ROOMS

The Event Rooms offer a dynamic space with Event Room B
spread across 58m² and a capacity for up to 40 guests and
Event Room C covering 105m², equipped to host up to
100 people.

MEETING ROOMS

The hotel also offers three meeting rooms measuring 22m²
each, but can be combined to offer 66m² of dynamic space.

LEISURE
CentreVille is located at The Capital Plaza Complex which is
the main administrative and business centre for Podgorica.
In addition to a collection of internationally renowned
restaurants and bars, the complex is home to a fully
equipped gym, beauty salon and Banya Wellness & Spa
Center – a luxury sanctuary complete with a swimming pool,
steam and sauna rooms, a hammam, salt cave, sensation
shower, a Tepidarium, a Kneipp Bench and a menu of
rejuvenating therapies.

CONTACT
CentreVille Hotel & Experiences Montenegro
Cetinjska 7
The Capital Plaza
81000 Podgorica
Montenegro
Tel: +382 20 684 000
Fax: +382 20 684 001
info@cv-hotel.com
www.cv-hotel.com
/CentreVillePodgorica

